Play, Learn, and Grow Together!

Name ______________________
CVC Scramble
SHORT O WORDS

Directions: Look at the picture in each box. Unscramble the letters to make a word that matches the picture. Write the word on the line.

- Image of a dog: gdo
- Image of a pot: tpo
- Image of a log: ogl
- Image of a bed: toc
- Image of a stick: tdo
- Image of an ohp
- Image of a pea pod: dop
- Image of a top: tpo
- Image of a ppo
Directions: Roll a die and sound out the letters for each picture.
CVC Scramble

SHORT /i/ WORDS

Directions: Look at the picture in each box. Unscramble the letters to make a word that matches the picture. Write the word on the line.

1. gwi
   ____________

2. gid
   ____________

3. iht
   ____________

4. bbi
   ____________

5. ikt
   ____________

6. ipn
   ____________

7. ipg
   ____________

8. dil
   ____________

9. bni
   ____________
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CVC Scramble
SHORT e WORDS

Directions: Look at the picture in each box. Unscramble the letters to make a word that matches the picture. Write the word on the line.

1. Bed
   - dbe

2. Cave
   - ned

3. Spider
   - ewb

4. Hen
   - enh

5. Crayon
   - rde

6. Net
   - nte

7. Dog
   - twe

8. Pen
   - enp

9. Ten
   - net
Say the picture and color the short vowels by the code

green  e  blue  a  purple  u

jam  chicken  mouse  net  peanut
Name

Say the picture and color the short vowels by the code

yellow
red
i
blue
da

- [ ] box
- [ ] shark
- [ ] baseball
- [ ] dog
- [ ] mouth
- [ ] party hat
Counting Gold Coins
Counting up to 20

Directions: Look at the number on the coin in each row. Trace the number and count on. Do this for each set of coins.
Number Words
one three six five
eight two four seven

number word:

number word:

number word:

number word:

number word:

number word:

number word:

number word:
Golden Number Bonds

Directions: Finish the number bonds for each pot of gold.

- Pot of gold 8: 3 and 5
- Pot of gold 10: 6 and 4
- Pot of gold 7: 3 and 4
- Pot of gold 9: 3 and 6
- Pot of gold 10: 5 and 5
- Pot of gold 6: 3 and 3
- Pot of gold 1: 2 and 1
- Make your own number bond.
Shamrock Measurement

Directions: Cut out the shamrock ruler at the bottom of the page. Measure the height of each St. Patrick's Day item to the nearest shamrock and write the answer.

_____ shamrocks

_____ shamrocks

_____ shamrocks

_____ shamrocks

_____ shamrocks

_____ shamrocks

_____ shamrocks

_____ shamrocks

_____ shamrocks

_____ shamrocks
Lucky Addition

Directions: Write an addition sentence for each group of items. Show a number for the shaded and unshaded items. Write the sum.

1. __________ + __________ = __________
2. __________ + __________ = __________
3. __________ + __________ = __________
4. __________ + __________ = __________
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